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t-Designs in Projective Spaces
S. G. HOGGAR
O. INTRODUCfION
Delsarte, Goethals and Seidel originated the idea of t-designs of points on a sphere
in R" by analogy with combinatorial r-designs [18]. These spherical t-designs have
interesting combinatorial properties and relate to several mathematical disciplines [20].
The idea was extended by Neumaier [31] to his concept of r-designs in Delsarte spaces,
the latter being so named by an analogy with the Q-polynomial association schemes of
Delsarte (see [16, 30, 31]).
In Section 2 we derive in a unified way the related special functions for Delsarte spaces
IFP"-l (Section 1), which are projective spaces over IF =R, C, the quaternions IHI, or the
Cayley numbers (or octonions) O.
In terms of the dimension of IF over R, and for "distance sets" of arbitrary cardinality,
we determine absolute bounds (Section 3) then special bounds and indicator coefficients
[31] for r-designs (Sections 4 and 5).
We give examples, some new some old, mainly for IF = C, IHI, 0 (the case IF = R is
thoroughly studied in [17, 18, 20]). We include the generalized hexagon [7] on 819
points, with parameters (2, 8), as a 5-design in the Cayley Plane OP2 (Example 10 and
5.3,5.4) meeting the absolute bound. Several examples related to Leech's Lattice appear
(Examples 11,27,28, Remark 5.4).
Note. When introducing a complex reflection group we give its number in Shephard's
original list [35], Coxeter graph [10], Cohen's notation [3] and sometimes an isomorphic
well known finite group.
1. IFP"-l AS A DELSARTESPACE
General references for this section are [21, 41].
Let X be a metric space with finite diameter 8, and distance~ between any two
points x, y of X. Let w be a finite measure on X. Then X is called a Delsarte space
w.r.t. w if for every pair of non-negative integers i, j there exists a polynomial !ij(t) of
degree ~i, j with
Jc~xc~x dw(x) =!ij(cab)(Va, b eX).
x
(1.1)
REMARK. If X is a set of unit vectors in an inner product space and Cx y =1- (x, y)
then we can replace Cxv by (x, y) in (1.1) to get an equivalent condition.
The induced measure IL on [0,8] is, for a subset A of [0, 8],
(1.2)
where we use the product measure on X x X and lEI for the measure of a set E.
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Neumaier defines two sequences of polynomials qi(a), qt(a), where a e [0, 8], and
i =0, 1, 2, ... is the degree, by (cf. [25, 37])
8 8fqi(a)qk(a) d~(a)=8ik = fqr(a)qt(a). (8 -a) d~(a).
o 0
Let 9B be a finite set of b points of X. Then 9B is a t-design if
L qj(cax)=O'Va eX and i =1, ... , t.
xeSB
The above definitions in Section 1 are reworded from [31].
(1.3)
(1.4)
NOTATION. For x e IF" we let x* denote the conjugate transpose of x as column
vector. n is the unit sphere in IF".
MODEL 1 for IFP"-l (IF =R, C, H). This is the set of lines through the origin in IF".
The line containing representative unit vector x can be written
[x] = xlF = {xA: A e IF\{O}}.
The inner product in IF" will be (x, y) =x *y as we use rift scalar multiplication (this
matters when f = H). The metric is d([x], [y]) = .j1-I(x, y)1 . We define the angle (J = (JXY
between [x], [y] by cos" (J = I(x, Y)1 2 , O:so; (J :so; ",/2.
A transitive group of isometries [x]-+[O"x] of IFP"-l is Induced by f-linear isometries
0" of the unit sphere n. We will not use isometries induced by conjugation in C or H.
All these definitions are independent of the choice of representative because R, C, H
are associative. They do not work for the Cayley numbers.
THE CAYLEY NUMBERS O. Briefly, 0 is a non-associative 8-dimensional algebra
over R, with basis 1 = eo, eh ... , e7 and bilinear multiplication defined by
the latter holding whenever (i, j, k) is a cyclic permutation of some (r + 1, r +2, r +4), r
integral, with entries reduced modulo 7 to lie in {1, 2, ... ,7}. Useful references are [11,
39].
We de~e, f~r tYfical :lement ~ =LJ=o aie;, .its co~jugate Ii =ao-LJ=l ajej, and.norm
la I by la I =Lj -0 a j =aa. There IS a natural inclusion R~ C~ !HI~ 0, where H IS the
subalgebra generated by 1, i, j, k = 1, eh e2, e4, resp., C by 1, e1. An important property
of all four algebras is labl = lal.lbl, implying there are no zero divisors.
We need a second model for IFP"-l (due to Freudenthal) which allows for non-
associativity and includes the case IF = O. Note that Op"-l exists only for n = 2, 3.
MODEL 2 FOR IFP"-l(F = R, C, H, 0) (cf. [39]). This is the set of idempotents of trace
1 in the R-linear space H"(IF) of n x n hermitian matrices over f. If A is such a matrix
and IF ¢; 0, it follows that A has rank lover f.
The metric is d(A, B) =.j1- (A, B), where the innerproduct is (A, B) =Re tr AB,
the real part of the trace of matrix product AB. For f ¢; 0, an isometric bijection from
model 1 to model 2 is given by [x }--+xx*. In fact xx* is the matrix of the orthogonal
projection in F" onto the line [x]. Under the bijection, the isometry [x}-+[O"x] of model
i induces an isometry A >-+O"AO" -1 of model 2 (we view 0" here as a matrix).
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C3 c21
a2 C1 I'
C1 a3
where for i = 1,2,3 (indices mod 3) we have
ClEO, tr A =1, (1.5)
Note. al =0 implies C2 = C3 =0, yielding the Cayley line Opl, with defining equations
a2 +a3 =1, a2a3 =!c112•
1.1. THEOREM ([21]). lI:pn-l has a unique invariant measure.
1.2. REMARK. Uniqueness in 1.1 is understood as up to a non-zero constant multiple,
invariance is under any transitive group of isometries of IFpn-l. Now we can state:
1.3. THEOREM (NEUMAIER [31]). Model 2 of IFpn-1 is a Delsarte space with respect
to the unique invariant measure.
This means Neumaier's notion includes the spherical t-designs of [18], but also their
analogues on the unit spheres in en, IHIn , and on the Cayley plane and Cayley line. His
"special functions" (1.3) are a generalization of those of [17] and [23].
Note. The proof of 1.3 in [31] appeals to [19] in case IF = IHI, O. It becomes self-
contained with the observation that the model 2 metric yields Cax in terms of the inner
product of two real vectors.
2. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS ON IFpn-1
In this section we will often write X for IFP" -1 • Our first task is to establish an expression
for the unique invariant measure on X, in terms of suitable coordinates valid simul-
taneously for all IF (this is not required for the proof of 1.3). It suffices to produce a
measure invariant under a transitive group of isometries of X. For IF f= 0 such a transitive
group is induced by IF-linear isometries of n via the surjection n ~X of model 1. For
X =Op2 a candidate is the exceptional Lie group F4 • This acts as automorphism group
of H 3(O) as Jordan algebra with "multiplication" A 0 B = t(AB +BA) [2]. As a con-
sequence, F 4 restricts to a transitive isometry group of X£; H 3(O) [39]. Unfortunately
however, this action cannot be induced from an F4-action on n [29]. But the following
key remark enables us to treat the four cases of IF in a sufficiently unified way.
KEY REMARK. For purposes of integration, we may ignore a subset of measure zero.
In fact we replace n ~X by a surjection n'~ IP between subsets of the same measures
as n, X respectively (2.1). We require the following definitions. Write 2m =(IF:R), the
dimension of IF over R, so that (IFn : R) = 2mn. Let 2l = 2mn - 2m. Denote points of IFn
by x = (Xl, X2, ... ,xn ) . Let e1= (1, 0, ... , 0), e2= (0,1,0, ... , 0), etc., and
n21= {x En Ix 1 = O},
n 2m ={x E nlx2 = ... = Xn = O}, the unit sphere in IF,
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fl'=fl\fl 2h
U ={x Efl'lxl is real, 0 <Xl';;; 1},
IFP" -2 ={A EX!A has zero first row and column},
IP =X\lFp n - 2•
x = u cos 8 +v sin 8
(2.1)
Coordinateson fl. Any x E fl can be expressed as
(0';;;8 ,;;;~, U Efl2m, V Efl21) '
for unique 8. Also, u, v are unique except on respective subsets 8 = ",/2, 8 = 0 of Il,
which have lower dimension than Il, hence zero measure. The invariant measure on Il
is, in these coordinates,
dw (x) =sin2 l-1 8 COS 2m- l 8 d8 dw (u) dw (e),
where w refers to the invariant measure on a sphere.
New Coordinates for Il', Here Xl ~ O. Thus 8 ¥-",/2, u is well defined, and any x E Il'
may be written as
x =Pu, P = el cos 8 +v sin 8 E U, (8, u, P unique), (2.2)
where 0,;;; 8 < ",/2, v E fl 2hand U E fl 2macts on IF" on the right as an element of IF. Further,
this u-action is IR -linear and norm-preserving, hence the map u cos 8 +v sin 81---+
(el cos 8 +v sin 8)u preserves measure (2.1), which is therefore also the invariant
measure in terms of (2.2) .
2.1. THEOREM. IP may be coordinatized by U. Indeed, we have a surjection p : Il' ~ IP,
Pu ~ PP* (P viewed as column vector) whose restriction to U is bijective.
EXAMPLE. IF" = 1R3 • U E fl l ={1, -1}. Il' = unit sphere in 1R 3 \equator . The surjection
fl' ~ I?= IRp2\lRp l restricts to a bijection on U =upper hemisphereiequator.
PROOF OF 2.1. The result is clear for IF = IR, C, &-II. We verify it for IP = Op2\Opl and
leave
as an exercise. Write P = (cos 8, A, IL), with A, IL EO, 0,;;; 8 < ",/2, IA 12 +IlL 12 =sin2 8. Then
[
COS2 8 Xcos 8 il cos 8]
PP* = A cos 8 IA 12 Ail.
IL cos 8 ILX 11L12
This matrix is in IP since cos" 8 ¥- 0 and Equations (1.5) of model 2 hold. Conversely,
these equations show that any element of IP can be expressed as PP* for unique P E U:
write o , = cos" 8 ( ¥- 0),C2 = IL cos 8,C3 =Xcos 8.Then by Equations (1.5),Cl =Ail,a2 = IA 12,
a3 = IlL 12 , a2+a3 =sin2 8, as required. The unique Pis (.Ja h c3/.Jah c2/.Jal).
Note. The indeterminacy of v when 8 = 0 presents no difficulty, as then P = (1, 0, 0),
u= 1.
2.2 . REMARK. Since X\IP = IFP"-2 has measure zero in X, we have
(a) a measure on IP is equivalent to a measure on X,
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(b) to check invariance of this measure under an isometry T of X it is enough to
consider only those A e X with A, T (A) e I?
With this in mind, our next theorem can be stated and proved.
2.3. THEOREM. The invariant measure on IFpn-t, in terms of the coordinates on I?,
is given
dh (P) =sin21- 1 f) COS2m - 1 f) df) dw (v). (~.3)
2.4. DEFINITION. An admissible isometry of X will mean one of three types:
(I) isometries fixing E 1 =elef (el as column vector in IFn ) ,
(II) isometries induced by coordinate permutations in F",
(III) in case n = 2 only, the maps A -+ TAT- 1, where A eX, and T e 0(2), the group
of linear isometries of lIe.
PROOF OF 2.3. dh(P) as given is invariant under a transitive group of isometries of
X, namely the group generated by admissibles (this excludes isometries induced by
conjugation in IF). These assertions are proved in Lemmas 2.5-2.8 below.
2.5. LEMMA. Admissible isometries generate a transitive isometry group ofX.
PROOF. It suffices to show how to reduce (by admissibles) any element of X to a
diagonal matrix D, since by Equations (1.5) D :=E1 up to a permutation of diagonal
elements. It is easily verified from the definitions under model 2 that our maps below
send X isometrically onto itself. Our choices are mostly motivated by the F 4-action on
Op2 [39].
Case n = 2. We have
Here T fixes E 1 (type I of 2.4). Its image is real symmetric, so can be diagonalized to
E 1 by a type III isometry.
Case n ;;;. 3, f ¥- O. The required maps are induced from
where f, g are IF-linear isometries of n that fix column vector el.
Case n = 3, IF = 0
(A) If Cl ¥- 0, apply the type I map that fixes the diagonal and sends c i ~dch c2~c2d,
C3 ~JC3J, where d =edlcll. This replaces Cl by the real number Ietl. Now conjugate
the new matrix (eX) by
[~J
where T e 0(2) diagonalizes
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Then the latest Cl entry is zero.
(B) By Equations (1.5), C2 or C3 is zero now. If say C2 ¢ 0, permute coordinates (type
II) to move it to Cl position (hence C2 = 0 =C3), then method (A) yields a diagonal matrix.
This completes the proof.
2.6. LEMMA. The measure dh(P) of 2.3 is invariant under isometries ofX that fix £1
(type I).
PROOF. Let isometry T of X fix £1. Then T fixes (J in the coordinates (cos (J, v sin (J)
of a point P of IP; so it remains to verify that dw(v) is invariant under T, i.e. that T acts
here on n21as an R-linear isometry.
Writing c = cos (J, s =sin (J, we express the inner product of matrices of IP with coordin-
ates (cos (J, v sin (J), (cos (J, w sin (J) respectively, as
R ([ c2 csv* ][ c2 csw*])
e tr scv S2VV* scw S2WW*
=c4+S2C2 Re (v*w +VW*)+S4Re tr[(vv*)(ww*)].
Since c", S2C2, S4 are linearly independent functions, T must preserve Re(v'*w +vw*).
But this is twice the inner product of v, w as real vectors in n21• So the result follows.
2.7. LEMMA. The measure dh(P) of 2.3 is invariant under isometries induced by
coordinate permutations (type II).
PROOF. Let n ~ 3. Permutations of the last n -1 coordinates induce type I isometries,
covered in 2.6, so we need only consider the interchange of Xl and X2, sending PP* to
P1pf say, where
P = (cos (J, (sin (J cos cP, esin (J sin cP),
with
7T0,;;;.1.,;;;-
0/ 2' (E {x E n21!X3= ... =Xn = O},
eE {x E n21lx 2= O}. Here we have replaced v of (2.2) by (cos cP +esin cPo Similarly
for subscript 1. We now show dh (P1)= dh (P) by using the " r;" notation for
differentials to see how they transform. Firstly, we have dh(P) =
(sin (J)21-1(COS (J cos cP )2m-\sin cP )21-2m-l d(J"dcP "dw «() "dw (e). Now, P1=
«( sin (J cos cP, cos (J, esin (J sin cP )(-1, whence
(i) cos (Jl =sin (J cos cP,
(ii) sin (Jl cos cPl =cos (J,
(iii) sin (Jlsin cPl =sin (J sin cP,
(iv) (1 =C\ el =e. C 1•
From (i), -sin (Jl d(Jl = cos (J cos cP d(J-sin (J sin cP dcP which, with the corresponding
equality from (ii), yields
sin2 (Jl sin cPl d(Jl "dcPl = -sin2 (J sin cP d(J "dcP.
We combine this with (iii) and dw«(1)=-dw «(), dw (el) =dw (e) from (iv), to compute
that dh (P1)=dh (P) for n ~ 3. Case n =2, without e, cP, is a simplified version of the above.
2.8. LEMMA. The measure dh (P) of 2.3 is invariant under isometries of type III (case
n =2).
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PROOF. Invariance of measure h follows easily from that of ta on Il' since, by
Equations (2.1) and (2.2)
(i) w (p -1 V) =h (V) . W (il2m ) for any V s;; IP, where p is the surjection il '-+ IP of 2.1,
and
(ii) (Pu )(Pu)* =PP* for P E U, U E fl 2m , in the special case n =2 (false if n =3, IF =0).
REMARK. The invariance of dh (P) for IF "#- 0, n ~ 2 follows as in 2.8, but for greater
unity we present the four cases of IF together. Essentially, the proofs for IF =0 include
F=IR, C, lI·lI.
The induced measure /L on [0,1]. The relevant definitions are Equations (1.1)-(1.4).
Although we let X = IFpn -t, the following lemma holds for any Delsarte space.
2.9. LEMMA. If f is a polynomial and a E X, then
6
Jf(z) d/L (z ) = Jf(cax ) dw (x).
o x
PROOF. Setting b =a, j =0 in Equation (1.1) we have for i E N,
t C~a dw(x) =!io(O),
which is independent of a. From the definition of /L (Equation (1.2))
6
Jf(z) d/L(z) = Ixl-1 JJf(cxa) dw(x) dw(a)
o x x
x
which equals the bracketed integral, as required.
x
2.10. REMARK. Following the remark after Equation (1.1) we work henceforth in
terms of the inner product 1-cax in X (rather than cax). In 2.9 we set B = 1, a = E 10
x =PP*, so that 1-Cax = (E10 PP*) = cos" 8.
2.11. THEOREM. The induced measure /L on [0,1] for the Delsarte space X = IFpn - 1
is (up to a multiple) d/L(z) = W(z) dz, where W(z) =(1- z)l-1z m-t, 1= mn -m.
PROOF.
Jf(z) d/L (z ) =Jf(1- z ) d/L (z) (f a polynomial),
o 0
= Jf(1-cax ) dw(x), by 2.9
x
."./2
= J dw (v) J f(cos 2 8) sin21- 1 8 COS2m - 1 8 d8,
{)21 0
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by 2.3, 2.10. The last integral is a non-zero multiple of
Jf(z) W(z) dz (set z =cos" 6).
o
COMPUTING THE SPECIAL FUNcrIONS
2.12. THEOREM. Let X be the Delsarte space FP"-t, F=R, C, H or 0, with special
functions ofNeumaier (Equation (1.3» denoted by qk (x), q: (x) , Letm be halfthe dimension
of IF over IR, N =mn, e =0 or 1, and
Oic(x)={IXlq~(1)qk(1-X) ife =0,
IXlqk(1)q:(1-x) if e =1,
Rk(x) =Oo(x)+' .. +Ok(x).
Then
Oic(1) = (Nh+£-l' (N -m)k' (2k +N +e -1)j(mh+£. k!,
Ric(1) = (Nh+<. (N -m + 1)kj(m)k+<. k!,
where for p e Z and a eN: (P)a =p(p +1) ... , a(P) =p(p -1), .. . , with a factors in each
case , and (p)o =o(p) =1.
2.13. REMARK. Ok. Ric include as cases m =!, 1 the functions of [17] and as case
m =2 the functions of [23], for systems of lines in IF" (IF =IR, C, resp. D1I). The 02(1) are
the dimensions of Neumaier's spaces Harm (k), [31], which are the same as in [17] for
m =!,1 and closely related to those of [23] for m =2. The first few functions Ok (x)=02 (x)
for general mare:
Oo(x) =1,
Ol(X) = (Nh(x - ;)/ m,
( 2 m +1 2(m +1»)/02(x)=(N)4 x -2 . N +2x+2(N+2) 2!(mh,
_ (3_ m+2 2 2(m+2) 3(m+2»)/,
03(x)-(N)6 x 3· N+ 4x +3' 2(N+4) 3(N+4) 3.(mh.
It is clear how the list continues.
2.14. LEMMA. For real bo, b-, .. . , bk (k ~ 1), we have
k i(k) k-l "(k-1)L (-1) . bi = L (-1)' . (bi-bi+1) .
i=O I i = O I
2.15. LEMMA.
(i)
(ii)
where
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When every term is well defined, we have
f (_1)i(k) l(a)=k({3-a) (a,~EIR),
i~O i i(~) k(~)
Jo (-1)i(~)B(l, m +i) =B(l +k, m),
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B(p,q)= J(1-X)p-1x q - 1dx
o
(Beta function)
=(p -l)!(q -1)!/(p +q -1)!. ·
PROOF. This is by induction on k, using 2.14.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.12. We shall give details only for Ok(X)=O~(x) since the
rest is similar. Using the Formula 2.11 for induced measure and setting z =(1+y)/2,
we have from Equation (1.3) that (with 1= N - m)
JOiC;Y)OkC;Y)(l-y)I-1(1+y)m-1 dy=0
-1
(k ¢- i).
It follows ([37]) that Ok«1+y)/2) is the Jacobi polynomial (constant). R~-1,m-1(y),
when ce Ok(X) = (constant). R~-1,m-1 (2x -1) = (constant). Rk'-1,1-1(1-2x). Thus Ok(X)
is a hypergeometric series dk</Jk(x), where dk is a constant, and ([37])
</Jk(X) = f (-1)1(~) j(k+m-1) Xk- I•
i=O I i(2k+l+m-2)
By using the definitions of the qk(X) «1.3» and Odx) (above), with 2.11, it may be
seen that dk =M</Jk(1)/Zk' where Zk = J~ [</Jdx)fW(x) dx, M = J~ W(x) dr. Now the
expression for Ok (x) follows from
Zk =B(l +k, m +k)k!/(k +1+m -1)k' The first equality holds by definition of B(l, m),
the second by Lemma 2.15. We give the derivation of Zk.
From J~ </Ji (x )</Jk (x) W (x) dx = 0 (i ¢- k), it follows that
i=k
o-a-:«.
Substituting </Jk(X) = L~-o b,xk-I we obtain
f b,B(I, m +k -t+i) ={Zk' i =.k k
1=0 . 0, 0.;;;I < ,
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whence
(-l)kZk =Jo (-l)ie) Jo b,B(l, m +k -t+i) (terms with i <k contribute zero)
k
= L b,B(l +k, m +k -t) (by 2.15, on reversing order of summation)
1=0
k I(k) 1(2k+1+m -1)
=B(l+k,m+k) I~O (-1) t 1(2k+l+m-2) (on substituting for b, from (*)).
Summing by Lemma 2.15(i), we obtain the given expression for Zk.
3. ABSOLUTE BOUNDS
3.1. NOTATION. ~ is a set of b points of the Delsarte space IFpn-t, A the set of
values of cos2 (J for pairs of distinct points of ~. We call ~ an s-distance set, where
s =IAI, and write
(P)a =p(p +1) ... (p +a -1),
N=mn,(IF:R)=2m,e =IA\{O}I,
{
1, OeA
e =s-e = 0, O~A'
ann (x) = b n (Xl =a), the annihilator polynomial.
aeA a
3.2. THEOREM (From [31] and 2.12). For an s-distance set of b points in IFpn-l we
have, in the notation of 3.1,
« (N).(N - m +1)«
b :$; R« (1) ()' (Absolute bound),
m .e.
with equality iff ann(x ) =x"R; (x).
TABLE 1 (ct. [17, 23])
Absolute bounds for FP"-\ (F:R)=2m; N= mn, (p)" = p(p+ 1) ... (p +a -1)
A Absolute bound ann(x), normalized
{a} n(N-m+l) mx---
N+l
{a,~} (N - m + Ih(Nh/2(mh x2-2. m+l x+ 2(m+l)N+3 2(N+3)
{O, a} n(N -m + 1)(N + 1)/(m + 1) x(x- m+l)
N+2
{O,a,~} (N -m +lh(Nh/2(mh x(x2-2. m +2 x +2(m +2»)N+4 2(N+4)
EXAMPLES MEETING THE ABSOLUTE BOUND
Case n = 2, A = {O, a}. The absolute bound can be attainedin this case only if
m+l 1
a=---=-
2m+2 2'
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independently of whether IF = R, C, IHI or O. A nice series of examples (1-4) meets this
bound. Number 3 comes from the quatemionic polygon of D.W. Crowe [15]. The vectors
in Example 4 (as always for IF = 0) are interpreted as in model 2 for IFpn-t (Section 1);
in each case they represent the projective points belonging to ~ (see [22] for the case
n = 2, A = {a}, IF = R, C, IHI).
EXAMPLE 1. R2 : b =4. Vectors (1,0), (0, 1), (1, ±1).
EXAMPLE 2. C2 : b = 6. Vectors above, plus (1, ±i).
EXAMPLE 3. 1H12 : b = 10. Vectors above, plus (1, ±j), (1, ±k).
EXAMPLE 4. 0 2 : b = 18. Vectors above, plus (1, ±e,), r = 4, 5, 6, 7. Each vector x
(as column) determines a matrix xx * in opt.
The next three examples are from complex polytopes.
EXAMPLE 5. C3:A = {l}, b =9. Diameters of the Hessian polyhedron ~ ; ;
associated with the celebrated 27 lines on a cubic surface in C4 ([13], ct. [17]). Vectors:
(0, 1, -w) under cyclic coordinate permutations with w running through cube roots of 1.
EXAMPLE 6. C4 : A = {O, t}, b = 40. Diameters of the Witting polytope
~ ; ; ; ([12], ct. [17]). Vectors: et. e2, e3, e4 and (0, 1, -Wt. W2),
(-wt. 0,1, W2), (Wt, -W2, 0,1), (1, Wt. W2, 0), where Wt. W2 run independently through
the cube roots of 1. (N.B. The signs in these coordinates are not intended to be
symmetrically placed.) Also realized by complex reflection group Nr. 32, W(L4) , from
which the polytope is constructed.
•
Coxeter's extreme form K t 2 [14]. Projectively they are the centres of the 126 homologies
ofthe Mitchell-Hamill configuration [34]. Vectors: (1, _w ko, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1, w k " •••• , w k S)
under coordinate permutations, wherew = e2 ."./3, each e, = 0,1,2, andk t +k2 +... +ks 55
°(mod 3). Also realized by complex reflection group Nr. 34, W(K6 ) , from which the
polytope is constructed.
EXAMPLE 8. C8 : A = {~}, b = 64. Complexified vertices of the quatemionic polytope
of example 22 below ([24]).
EXAMPLE 9. IHIs: A = {O, l}, b = 165. From quatemionic reflection group W(U),
PSUs(2) x C2([4]). Vectors: (2,0,0,0,0), (0,1, ±w, ±w, ±1), (0,1, ±w·, ±wk , ±i) under
cyclic permutations of the coordinates and of (ijk). Here w = !(-1 + i+j +k), a cube root
of unity in IHI.
EXAMPLE 10. 0 3 : A = {O, l.!}, b = 819. A set of points in the Cayley Plane OP2,
related to group 304 (2), which form a generalized hexagon with parameters (2, 8) (Cohen
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3 x 16' of shape l (~
[7]). See 5.3 and 5.4 for further remarks. There are (with cyclic row-eolumn permutations)
3 x 1 of shapd(~ ~ ~),
3X160fshapd(~ :e ~), e~±e" O.-,;i.-,;7,
ie i)
1 e,
e 1
where x = !(±eO±e1±e2±' .. ±e7), with odd number of minus signs, and e is some ±ei'
related to x.
EXAMPLE 11. 1R24 : A = {O, -!6,!}, b = 98280. Lines given by the 196560 minimal
vectors of the real Leech Lattice, d. [8, 17].
4. SPECIAL BOUNDS
4.1. NOTATION (d. 3.1). Write
s
ann(x)= L aiQj(x)=A IT (x-a)
i=O aeA
s
=A L (-I/ujx S - i,
i=O
where
A =bl IT (I-a).
aeA
The numbers a, thus defined are called the indicator coefficients of 11J, an s-distance set
in IFpn-1 (Section 3.1).
Note. Uo= 1, U1 = LaeA a, and Us = 0 if 0 E A.
4.2. THEOREM. The indicator coefficients (Section 4.1) of an s-distance set of b points
in IFpn-1 are given by
aj =A«m»; S~i (-I)\(s -k). (m +i)s-i-k' (N +s +i -k)k<Tk
N i+s k=O
4.3. THEOREM (Neumaier [31]). For the indicator coefficients (Section 4.1) of an
s-distance set of b points in IFr::', we have:
if ao, ... , as ~ 0, then ao, ... , as ,,;;; 1.
4.4. THEOREM. For an s-distance set of b points in IFpn-1 we have, in the notation of
4.1: if ao, . . . , as ~O, then
(N)s IT (I-a)
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REMARK. The bound of 4.4 is, by 4.2, equivalent to ao~ 1 in 4.3. It extends the
corresponding bounds of [17, 23] to general values of s and A, as well as covering cases
IF =~, C, IHI, 0 simultaneously. See also Remark 4.7.
4.5. LEMMA. When all terms are defined,
f (_1)i(~) 1. =_(P_)_k
i=O I (a+l)p (a)p+k
PROOF. This is by induction, using Lemma 2.14.
PROOF OFTHEOREM 4.2. We claim that
(a E~, kEN).
k k i(k)
x = (m)k i~O (Nh+i O;(x).
This formula is verified by using 4.5 to check the coefficient of x r in the right-hand side,
for O~r~k.
We have
s
ann(x)=A L (-1)kUkXs-k
k=O
s k s-k i(S-k)
=A k~O (-1) uk(m)s-k i~o(N)s-k+iQi(X).
So
a, =A S~i (_1)k i(S -k)(m)s-kuk .
k=O (N)s-k+ i
Taking out factors common to every term, we obtain the given expression for ai.
Some useful special cases of i and A follow.
A ={a} ao=A(n-1-a), al =AmJ(Nh.
A ={a, p} ao=A[(m)z-m(N +1)Ul + (N)zU2]/(N)z,
al =Am[2(m +1)-(N +2)Ul]/(Nh,
a2 =2A(m)z/(N)4'
A ={O, a, p}ao=A[(mh-(mh(N +2)Ul +m(N + 1)zU2]/(Nh,
al =Am[3(m + 1)z-2(m + 1)(N +3)Ul +(N +2)zU2]/(N)4'
a2 =2A(mh[3(m +2)-(N +4)Ul]/(Nh,
a3 =6A(mh/(N)6'
4.6. REMARK. A single restriction for the special bound to be valid for A ={O, a, P}
is given in [17, 23] (IF=~, C, IHI). This is obtained by expanding ann(x) in the ot rather
than the O«:
However, our Examples 12, 13 show this restriction is too severe: they fail to satisfy
it, but do conform to at. a2~ 0 in line 4 of Table 2, and indeed realize the special bound
for C3, 1H14 respectively.
The bound for {O, a} is obtained by setting p =0 in line 3 of Table 2. The given
restriction is automatically satisfied if the bound is a positive number.
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TABLE 2 (cf. [17, 23])
Special bounds for FP"-I, (F: R) = 2m; N = mn. (P)a = p(p + 1) ... (p + a -1)
A
{a}
{O, a}
{a.l3}
{O, a, 13}
Special bound
n(1-a)
1-na
n(N + 1)(1-a)
m+1-(N+1)a
(Nh(1-a)(1-13)
(mh-m(N + 1)(a +13) + (Nhal3
(Nh(1-a)(1-13)
(mh-(mh(N +2)(a +13)+m(N + 1ha13
Restriction
2(m +1)
a+I3 EO - -N+2
4.7. REMARK. In case A ={a} the special bound is not defined if a = lin. However,
if 1/(n +m -1) < a :so; lin the bound al:SO; 1 is not only valid, but actually superior to the
special bound, yielding
b:so;n(N+1)(1-a).
This is realized for all f by the following example.
EXAMPLE 1F2:A={!}, b=2m+1. Vectors (1,0) and (l,e,), O:SO;r:so;2m-1, where
2m = (IF: IR).
EXAMPLES MEETING THE SPECIAL BOUND
3 1 I} . ~EXAMPLE 12. C : A ={O, 4, 2, b =21. From complex reflection group ; Nr.
4
24, W(J3(4)), 2.L2(7) (subgroup of Example 26 below). Vectors: (1,0,0), (1, ±1, 0),
(a,±l,±l) under permutations of coordinates, where a is either root of t2-t+2=0
([3; 10; 35, p. 295]).
EXAMPLE 13. n-t: A ={O,}, !}, b = 180. From quatemionic reflection group W(S3)
[4]. Vectors: (1,0,0,0), (1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1,0,0), (1, i, 0, 0), (1, 1, i, I), (1, i, i, k) under
coordinate permutations, sign changes and permutations of i, i, k.
Case A ={a}. Surprisingly, the special bound here depends only on n and a, not on
the choice of F. For a = lip it becomes (n(p -l))/(p -n). [17] contains many examples
constructed from regular 2-graphs, which meet this bound, as well as number 14 below.
The real case is thoroughly studied in [27].
EXAMPLE 14 ([17]). C": A ={1/(2n -1)}, b =2n. From any skew-Hadamard matrix
of order 2n. This requires n to be even.
EXAMPLE 15. DilR : A = {1/(2n -1)}, b = 2n. For many odd values of n we can achieve
this bound by the lemma following. For example n = 3,7,13,15,19,27,31,51,55, ....
4.8. LEMMA. If there exist commuting ± 1 skew matrices A, B of order 2n with
A TA +BTB =2(2n -1)1, then there exist 2n (equiangular) lines in W with A =
{1/(2n -1)}.
PROOF. Define H = iA +iB. Then H* = Hand H 2 = 2(2n -1)1, where * means the
conjugate transpose.
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Note. If a square matrix H over the quaternions satisfiesH = H* then its eigenvalues
are real andH can be diagonalized by a norm-preserving matrix over the quaternions ([1]).
Thus H has eigenvalues ±.J2(2n -1); each is of multiplicity n since H has zero
diagonal. Then M = I - [2(n -1)r\H has eigenvalues 2, 0, each of multiplicity n. So M
is 2n x 2n, hermitian, positive semi-definite, of rank n. This implies M is the Gram
matrix of a set of 2n representing vectors for suitable lines.
4.9. CONSTRUcnON. The matrices of Lemma 4.8 may be constructed from the
Szekeres difference sets of [40, Theorems 4.6, 4.7] if 2n -1 is a prime power v' and
either 2n -1 5& 5 (mod 8) or: 2n -1 == 1 (mod 8), p;;;;5 (mod 8), t = 2 (mod 4).
CASE A = {a, {:'}
EXAMPLE 16. C3: A ";'{o,l}, b = 12. Diameters of complex polytope. 4. @
3 3
([12, 12.43]) represented by vectors (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) and (w a, w b, 1), where
w = e21T1/ 3 and a, b = 0, 1, 2 (d. complex reflection group Nr. 25). N.B. The reciprocal,
@ 4. • , has the same diameters as Example 5.
3 3 .
EXAMPLE 17. C4 : A = {O, i}, b = 20. Diameters of complex polytopey @
([34, p.382], in notation of [10]), projectively a subset of the 60 points of the Klein
configuration (Example 24). Vectors el, e2, e3, e4 and (1, I",Ib, I"),where a, b, c = 0, 1,2,3
with a +b +c =0 (mod 4).
EXAMPLE
\7 ; Nr. 33, W(Ks). A different construction is mentioned without
details in [17]. Vectors (1,0,0,0,0), (0,1, ±w, ±w, ±1), under cyclic coordinate perms,
with w = e21T1/ 3 (J. H. Conway, private communication).
EXAMPLE 19. C9:A={0,l}, b=90. Mentioned without details in [17]. A simple
realization, abstracted from Seidel [33], is by nine vectors e".y (x, y mod 3) forming an
• 9 1 f h ~ " y "y ,,2_y2 horthonormal basis of C , plus 8 urt er vectors i..",y mod 3 WlW2W3 W4 e",y, were Wl,
W2, w3, W4 are cube roots of unity. These vectors form ten sets of nine mutually
perpendicular vectors such that any two vectors in distinct sets have cos2 (J = ~.
EXAMPLE 20. C28 : A = {O, f6}, b = 4060. Constructed in [9] from the sporadic simple
group of Rudvalis.
EXAMPLE 21. "4: A ={O,1}, b = 36. From quaternionic reflection group W(Sl) [4],
or the diameters of quaternionic polytope Nr. 2 in [24]. Vectors (subset of those of
Example 13, W(S3»el, e2, e3, e4 and (1, ±a, ±(:',±'Y) where a{:''Y is 111 or an even
permutation of lik.
EXAMPLE 22. 1H14 : A = {~, i}, b = 64. Diameters of quaternionic polytope Nr. 1 in
[24], whose symmetry group is W(Sl) (see Example 21). Vectors obtained from
(0, W, w, 1), (w, 0,1, w), (w, 1, 0, w), (1, w, w, 0) by left multiplication by 1, I, i, k and
coordinate signchanges. Here ta = t(-1 +I+i +k), a cube root of unity in H. We emphasize
that Hn is viewed here as a right vector space (a left space in.[24]).
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Remark. Example 22 is one of very few meeting the special bound with A ={a, ~}
and a, ~ both non-zero.
EXAMPLE 23. III 16: A ={O, b}, b =256. Obtained from Example 22 by multiplying
the vectors by 1, i, j, k on the right and taking the underlying real space. In [36, Section
3.6], Shult and Yanushka construct further examples with these parameters.
CASE A ={O, a, ~} (See also Examples 12, 13.)
EXAMPLE 24. e4 : A ={O,!. ~}, b =60.
(i) By the complex reflection group Nr. 31, EW(N4) , the only primitive one to require
more generators than the dimension of the spce en on which it acts, or to have
no Coxeter graph .
(ii) The diameters of a complex polytope ([34, p. 382]) with no diagram, whose real
form is the Gossett polytope 42 1 with diagram E 8 (one ring). These diameters are
projectively the 60 vertices of the Klein configuration. Vectors (1,0,0,0),
(1, ±1, 0, 0), (1, ±i, 0, 0) under coordinate permutations, and (1, I", ib, I") with a, b,
e =0, 1,2,3 and a +b +e =0 (mod 2).
(Cases (i) and (ii) are almost certainly equivalent but this has not been fully checked.)
EXAMPLE 25. III 16: A ={O, 16, !J, b =2160. Multiply the vectors of example 13 by the
unit quaternions realizing the binary tetrahedral group, and take the underlying real
vectors. Also realized by the minimal norm vectors of the lattice A 16 of [26].
Remark. Example 25 implies a sphere packing statement: In 1R 16 , one unit sphere
can be touched simultaneously by 4320 non-overlapping unit spheres. 4320 is the best
lower bound known for this "kissing number" in 1R 16 [32].
EXAMPLE 26. !HI3 : A ={O,!. ~}, b =63. By quatern ionic reflection group W(Q),
U 3(3) x C2 [4]. Vectors given below, with diagram (Section 6).
CASE IAI>3
EXAMPLE 27. 1HJ3: A ={O, l'!, (3±J"5)/8}, b = 315. Quaternionic reflection group
W(R), HJ (double cover of Hall-Janko group) [4]. Vectors and diagram below (Section
6). For a connection with Leech 's Lattice see [38].
EXAMPLE 28. e12 : A = {O, to!. ·bJ, b = 32,760. The lines defined by the 196560
minimal vectors of the complex Leech Lattice (see [8, 28, 38]). See Remarks 5.4. The
real case is Example 11.
5. t- DESIGNS
In the present context we may define a finite subset {!lJ of IFpn-1 to be a t-design if
(d. Section °and Equation (1.4»
L Q;(cos2 (JXY) = 0, for i = 1, 2, ... , t.
x.y eOO
(5.1)
Equivalently, if for any point x there is a constant number d.; of points y with cos2 (JXY =a,
the definition may be given as
L Qj(a )d", =0, for i =1, 2, ... , t.
",eAu{l}
(5.2)
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Note. In either case, we allow y = x.
From [31] we abstract the following two theorems.
5.1. THEOREM. Let {JjJ be a finite s-distance set in IFpn-l with indicator coefficients
ao, ... , as (see 4.1), then
(i) if ao, ... , as> 0 and some ai = 1, then {JjJ is an (s + i)-design;
(ii) if [YJ is an (s + i)-design for some i E {O, 1, ... , s}, then ao = ... = ai = 1.
5.2. THEOREM. Let {JjJ be a finite s-distance set in IFpn-l with A the set of values of
cos
2 (JXY for all pairs x, y E [YJ, and e = IA \{O}!(s = IAI). Let [YJ be a t-design but not a
(t + I)-design, then
(i) t « s +e,
with equality iff b equals the absolute bound R: (1).
(ii) If t ;;. s - 1, then [YJ carries a regular scheme; if t ;;. 2s - 2, then {JjJ is itself a Delsarte
space, and carries a Q-polynomial association scheme.
(iii) Let s = 2. If t ;;. 2, then {JjJ carries a strongly regular graph, whose subconstituents
are strongly regular if t » 3.
5.3. REMARKS. Examples 1-11 meet the absolute bound and so by 5.2(i) are t-designs
for the highest possible value of t, namely s +e. Such are called tight t-designs. By 5.2(ii),
each of 1-11,16-23, is itself a finite Delsarte space and carries a Q-polynomial association
scheme.
Examples 12-28 meet the special bound, so by 5.1 each has t e s and is necessarily
(5.2(ii» a regular scheme, possibly not an association scheme. In fact, Theorem 5.1
implies that t = s for Examples 12-27 and t = s +1 =5 for Example 28. The parameter
information is summarized in Table 3.
5.4. REMARKS. Examples 16-23 are strongly regular graphs and examples 1-4, 6,
7,9 are strongly regular graphs with strongly regular subconstituents, by 5.2 (iii).
Examples 12, 26, 10, in that order, form a nested sequence of generalized hexagons
with respective parameters (2, 1), (2,2), (2,8) [7]. The last is possibly connected with
Leech's Lattice since 98280 = 120.819, and 0 contains 2·120 integral units. (Against
this, the referee remarks: the automorphism group of the unique (2, 8) hexagon has
index 3 subgroup 3D 4(2), which has no irreducible projective representation of degree
,,;;;24. Furthermore, 3D 4(2) has no proper subgroups acting transitively on the 819 points.)
The complex Leech Lattice (Example 28) has al = 1 and so by 5.1, t = s +1 = 5. This
is the only case known to the author, for IF ¥- IR, in which t > s without the absolute bound
being attained. A sequel to this paper will contain further t-designs from Leech's Lattice.
Example 27, the set of lines of the Hall-Janko group, can be thought of as a near
octagon in the sense of Shult and Yanushka ([5, 36]), a generalization of a generalized
octagon. It is also an association scheme with five classes; also an association scheme
with four classes if "distances" (3± ..[5)/8 are amalgamated [6].
In no case is t > 5. Further, t =5 only for: 98280 lines in 1R24 , Example 11; 32360
lines in e12, Example 28; 315 lines in 11-03 , Example 27; 819 points in OP2, Example 10.
As noted, the first three are related to Leech's Lattice, and the last possibly so.
5.5. EXAMPLES WHICH DO NOT MEET THE SPECIAL BOUND
EXAMPLE 29. e3 : A ={O, !J'!}, b = 21. From complex reflection group Nr. 26,
W(M3)'~ ~ 4 •• We have L,y Ql(COS2 (J) = 162, so this is not even a I-design, surpris-
ingly.
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TABLE 3
Tight t-designs t-designs meeting
(absolute bound attained) special bound
Example F" A b s t Example F" A b s
1 R2 {O. ~} 4 2 3 12 C3 {0.1. ~} 21 3 3
2 e2 {O. ~} 6 2 3 13 It {0.1. ~} 180 3 3
3 H2 {O. ~} 10 2 3 14t n even e" {2n~ 1} 2n 1
(;04)
·4 0 2 {O. ~} 18 2 3 1St n odd H" {2n ~1} 2n 1 1
(;03)
5 C3 {l} 9 1 2 16 C3 {o.l} 12 2 2
6 e4 {O. i} 40 2 3 17 C4 {O.!} 20 2 2
7 e6 {o.l} 126 2 3 18 C5 {o.l} 45 2 2
8 C8 {~} 64 1 2 19 C9 {O. ~} 90 2 · 2
9 H5 {o.l} 165 2 3 20 C28 {o.k} 4060 2 2
10 0 3 {0.1. ~} 819 3 5 21 It {o.l} 36 2 2
11 R24 {O. h.i} 98280 3 5 22 It {~.l} 64 2 2
23 R 16 tc, ~} 256 2 2
24 c4 {0.1. ~} 60 3 3
25 R 16 {O, h. i} 2160 3 3
26 H3 {o.l. !} 63 3 3
27 H3 {o ! ! 3±JS} 315 5 5
•4'2' 8
28 e12 {o.l.tb} 32760 4 5
t For the values of n as given in the text. In case e2 we get s = 1. t = 2. with absolute bound attained.
EXAMPLE 30. &-f: A ={O,t (3±.JS)/S}, b = lS0. From quatemionic reflection group
W(T), [4], See Section 6. The special bound cannot be calculated in the usual way as
the indicator coefficients are not all ~O. In fact we have s =4, ( =2.
EXAMPLE 31. C3 : A = {OJJ, (3±.J5}/S}, b =45. From complex reflection group
4
Nr. 27, W(J3(5», 6Ac.with diagram W.Vectors obtained by sign change and cyclic
permutation of coordinates from (1, 0, 0), (1, w, 0), (1, 'Y, 'Y2 ) , (1, 'Y2oa, 'Yw), (1, 1- 'Yw, w),
where ta =e21T1/ 3 and 'Y is either root of (2 +(-1 =0 [35, p. 296]. Appears as a subgroup
of quatemionic reflection group fiJ (Section 6), Example 27. We show the calculation
of t.
Ql(X} = 12x-4
Q2(X} = 9(10x 2-Sx + 1}
Q3(X) = 16(35x 3-45x2+ 15x -1}
1 0 1 1
3±JS
a 4 2 --8
d.. 1 4 16 8 8
Q1(a) 8 -4 -1 2 1
Q2(a) 27 9
-¥ -~ az8
Q3(a) 64 -16 II -6 194 -2
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We have s = 5, t = 2. However this is an association scheme, suggesting that not all
hypotheses of Theorem 5.2 (ii) are necessary.
EXAMPLE 32. C4 : A ={O, i}, b = 18. The Eckhardt points (p.82, [13]). Vectors
(-1, w a, 0,0) under coordinate permutations, with a =0, 1, 2 and ta = e2'lT1/ 3 .
a o 14"
14
o
3
-5
1
15
Ql(X) =5(4x -1) 1-------------1
Here, s =2, t =1.
The reader is challenged to supply two more vectors so as to meet the special bound
of 20 and increase t to be at least 2.
5.6. CONJEcrDRES
CONJECfURE 1. Whenever a special or absolute bound is attained, each non-zero
a E A has the form 1/p (p E "0,or is irrational.
CONJEcrDRE 2. If a special bound is nonintegral then the true maximum is less than
the integral part.
5.7. REMARKS
1. Conjecture 1 may be provable using ideas of Peter Neumann (see [27, Theorem
3.4]) or by extending the results of [31, p. 82].
2. The absolute bound for equiangular "lines" in 0 3 is 27, with a = -&-. It is tempting
to conjecture that the true maximum requires a =-A = t. For this a, the special bound
is undefined here but the bound of 4.7 is 26, which improves on 27. However, the special
bound for A = {t, P} with P optimized at -!r gives b ~ 24~. As this is non-integral, the
true maximum is probably less than 24.
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6. ApPENDIX. THE QUATERNIONIC REFLECfION GROUPS (n ~ 3)
We use the Coxeter graph notation [10] to represent a minimal sized set of generators
for each group (found by the writer), and certain relations between them. Each generating
reflection R is represented by a normal vector n, so that R (x) =x - 2n(n . x)/lInIl2 • We
emphasize that, in distinction from the real and complex cases, these relations do not
guarantee a presentation. On the other hand, every triangle does give a presentation for
some complex reflections group.
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TABLE 4
Minimal generating sets for quaternionic reflection groups
Notation w =~(-1 +i+j+k), a =~(1-v'5\ T =~(l +v'S)
S=uw, T=T£ii,H=£ii+T.
(i,I,H) 4 (0, 1, -I) (1, S, T) 4 (0, I, -I)
(1,0,0) 4 (1,0,1) (1,0,0) 4 (I, 1,0)
Groups in H4
W(Q) = C2 x U 3(3)
[Lower triangle 2.L2(7)]
W(R)=ilr
[Lower triangle 6.A 6]
A 2(0, 1,0,0) P(l, -1, 0, 0)
L(O, 0,1, I)
5 (T,u,-l,O)
Groups in IHIs
W(S3)
[Square gives group W(S2)]
W(T)
(1, i£ii, k£ii, j, 0) (0, 1,0,0,0) (0, 1, £ii, £ii, 1)
(1,0,0,0,0) (I, £ii, £ii,l, 0)
W(U)=C2xPSUs(2)
[Square generates W(SI)]
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TABLE 5
Reflection vectors for fij and some subgroups
fij C2x U3(3) 6.A6 2.L 2 (7)
(1,0,0) 3 3 3 3
(1,1,0) 6 6 6 6
(O,l,i) 6
(0,1, j) 6 6
(0,1, k) 6
(H,l,l) 12 12
(H, i, i) 12 12 12
(H, j, j) 12
(H,k,k) 12 12
(1, iH, i) 24
(l,jH,j) 24
(l,kH,k) 24
(iH, j, k) 24
(jH, k, i) 24 24
(kH,i,j) 24
u.s, T) 24 24
(1, is, iT) 24
(l,jS,jT) 24
(1, kS,kT) 24
315 63 45 31
D-11
3
D-11
3 C3 e
Ex. 27 Ex. 26 Ex. 31 Ex. 12
Columns 2-5 give the number of images of the vectors of column 1, under
permutations and sign change of coordinates, that are vectors of the various
subgroups. (Table 5 is essentially due to J. H. Conway et al. See also [4].)
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